Introduction
The argument on the global warming through greenhouse effect gained momentum in the 1980s. Brown [1987] warned the decline of food production due to the greenhouse effect: through the combustion of fossil fuels by the human activity, the density of the carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) in the atmosphere rose more than 30 per cent since the industrial revolution, causing the droughts in such areas as North America or Russia during summer. Twenty years later, Stern [2007, p.82 ] also warned the decline of food production due to the greenhouse effect, while CO 2 has the carbon fertilization effect: positive benefit for the food production by stimulating photosynthesis. He referred to the weak carbon fertilization effect and the intensified droughts.
In this paper, a primitive economic model is constructed in order to examine the effect of this greenhouse effect on the sustainability of human population, as well as the economic policies when the sustainability is in danger. This model is constructed in terms of dynamic general equilibrium approach. In this model, there are two industries: food industry and energy industry. For simplicity the capital accumulation is omitted from the model. The food industry produces output (food), using labor and energy. The energy industry produces output (energy), using soly labor. The aggregate household maximizes utility subject to income constraint, where the utility is a function of food and energy.
In the short run, the population (working hours) and the CO 2 level are assumed to be constant. Given the population and CO 2 level, it is guaranteed that general equilibrium prices exist which equate demand and supply in food and energy markets. Under these prices, energy is consumed, expanding CO 2 level in the atmosphere. In the long run, the expanded CO 2 level affects food production. Furthermore, population varies in the long run.
While carbon is released into the atmosphere as mentioned above, there are two mechanisms which can get rid of the carbon from the atmosphere. One is the photosynthetic function of the trees and farm outputs and so on, and the other is a function of the sea as the greatest repository of carbon. Thus, the CO 2 level as a stock variable is subject to mutually offsetting two factors: one is the enhancing factor exhibited by the combustion of fossil fuels through the human activity and the other are reducing factors just mentioned. This paper develops a primitive economic model to explore the variation of CO 2 level through human activity and its effects on food production and population. The sustainability of population requires the minimum level of per capita consumption of food in the long run. The main purpose of this paper is to examine if the sustainability is endowed in this model even when the food decline emerges due to the greenhouse effect. When the sustainability is not endowed, we introduce an environmental tax, or Pigouvian tax, on energy, stemming from Pigue [1920] . The effectiveness of this tax on energy is examined when the sustainability is not endowed.
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SHORT-RUN GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL (SGE)
A primitive general equilibrium (GE) model is constructed, for the purpose of examining the greenhouse effect. Suppose that there are two firms. The first firm is a farm which produces wheat; Z f . Whereas wheat is produced by labor : L 1 , and energy: H f1 , the output is affected by CO 2 level: Y, in the atmosphere. Thus, this farm has the production function: where p is the wheat price, p H is the energy price, w is the wage rate.
The second firm is the energy industry which produces energy: H f2 , using only labor: L 2 . It has the production function.
This firm attempts the profit maximization.
There is only one (representative) household, which consumes wheat: Z h , and energy: H h . Household behavior is stipulated by the optimal problem:
where u [Z h , H h ] is the utility function, N is the initial leisure hours (population), and p i is the profit from the ith firm (i=1, 2). For the sake of simplification, in this model, leisure consumption is excluded from the utility function.From this behavior, the demand function for energy,
Given CO 2 level: Y, and N, the short-run General Equilibrium (SGE) is obtained, which satisfies
where superscript d(s) implies "demand" ("supply").
Suppose that production and utility functions are stipulated by the following.
The function, In[4]:= Clear@aD; u = z^r * h^H1 − rL; sol1 = Solve@8D@u, zD ê D@u, hD p ê ph, p * z + ph * h m0<, 8z, h<D@@1DD; g1 = l1^a1 * h^a2 * aa@y − 1000, x0D^a3; pi1 = p * g1 − w * l1 − ph * h; sol2 = Solve@8D@pi1, l1D 0, D@pi1, hD 0<, 8l1, h<D; l10 = Simplify@Factor@l1 ê. sol2@@1DDDD; h0 = Simplify@Factor@h ê. sol2@@1DDDD; z0 = Simplify@PowerExpand@g1 ê. 8l1 → l10, h → h0<DD; pi10 = Simplify@PowerExpand@pi1 ê. 8l1 → l10, h → h0<DD; sol11 = Simplify@sol1 ê. m0 → w * n0 + pi10 ê. w → phD; check1 = PowerExpand@Simplify@Expand@Hz0 ê. 8w → ph<L Hz ê. sol11 ê. 8w → ph<LDDD; sol3 = PowerExpand@FullSimplify@PowerExpand@Simplify@Solve@check1, pD@@2DDDDDD
Thus, the SGE relative commodity price, RCP, is given by the following.
It is confirmed that the equilibrium is guaranteed in the labor market. Indeed, the labor demand;
when the wheat price is given by (9), is computed as in what follows. It is equal to N. The SGE labor input for wheat, L 1 E , is given by the following.
Indeed, L 1 E , computed in the Mathematica programming, is derived as the following.
In [17] 
The SGE energy input for wheat, H f1 E , is given by the following.
Indeed, H f1 E , computed through the Mathematica programming, is derived as the following.
The SGE energy consumption of household, H h E , is given by the following.
Indeed, H h E , computed through the Mathematica programming, is derived as the following.
In [19] 
Thus, energy consumption in this economy, H E , is the sum of H f1 E and H h E .
Also for the later use, the GE wheat output level, g 1 E , is computed.
In [20] The analysis in the previous section is called the short-run general equilibrium model, SGE, since CO 2 : Y, in the atmosphere, is fixed by the assumption. In fact, CO 2 level in the atmosphere increases through the use of energy in the household's direct consumption and farm's use of energy in the wheat production, while it decreases thanks to the absorption by the working of sea and the photosynthetic function of wheat. The variation of CO 2 level in the atmosphere, in turn, causes the variation of wheat output. Thus, the economic analysis of greenhouse effect must be constructed in terms of dynamic system. This dynamic system is called the long-run general equilibrium dynamics (LGED). In this section, an extension of this sort is attempted.
Formally 
where t stands for time. It is assumed as in what follows.
Under (14), (15), (16-1), and (16-2) the result in the previous section gives rise to
So far, population has been assumed to be constant. In this section this assumption is relaxed. In " On Population", T.R.Malthus argued that poverty is not a social phenomenon but a natural phenomenon, criticizing W. Godwin's argument, in which poverty is caused by social system: private ownership. According to Malthus, population growth is expressed as the geometric progression; 1, 2 2 , 3 2 , ... , n 2 , ..., while food production as the natural progression; 1, 2, 3, ... , n, ... , since the latter is under diminishing marginal productivity, which causes poverty. It was asserted that in the long run, a society's population growth is restricted by food production. In this section, this assertion is incorporated. However, the population cannot become infinite due to the capacity limit of the earth. Considering this limit, P.f. Verhulst proposed a different type of population growth model. In this section, population growth has two factors, the first of which is the one stemming from the Verhulst model, while the second is the one stemming from the Malthus model. P.f. Verhulst assumed that the variation of population follows the differential equation: dN(t)/dt= ¶N(t)(1-N(t)/K) where N(t) is the population at time t, K is the capacity limit for the population, and ¶ is a parameter. In view of the Malthus' argument it is assumed that K depends on the per-capita consumption of food when we reach K. In this process, N(t) monotonically converges to K. Taking account of the Malthus argument, we assume the variation of population as in what follows.
It is assumed that if the per capita consumption of wheat decreases the population growth decreases: growth adjustgreenhouse5A.nbment, and vice versa. The dynamic analysis in terms of differential equations; (19-1) and (19-2), derived from (14), (15), (16-1), (16-2), and (18), is called the long-run general equilibrium dynamics (LGED).
For the ease of computation we assume the following.
a 1 =1/4, a 2 =1/4, a 3 =1/4, ¶=1/1000, g=1/2, m 1 =1, m 2 =1/100, m 3 =1/100, x=1/1000, K=1000000, b=1
Under (20) 
LGED without Greenhouse Effect; x 0 =1/10
In the previous section, per capita consumption of food converges to Hg 1 ê NL 1ê10 *=0.000397635, while the population converges to capacity limit, K=1000000. These two phenomena may not be compatible with each other. It is natural to assume that in order for K to be sustainable, minimum per capita consumption of food must be guaranteed. It is also natural to assume that the minimum per capita consumption, Hg 1 ê NL M , is the converging per capita consumption when the greenhouse effect does not exist. Thus, we assume that this
where Hg 1 ê NL 0 * is the converging per capita consumption of wheat when x 0 =0 in (8) In[38]:= f = m1 Hhfc0 + hhc0L − m2 * y − m3 * Hg1E0 ê. x0 → 1 ê 10L ê. 8n0 → n@tD, y → y@tD<; n2 = 1; g = l1c0^a1 * hfc0^a2 * Haa@y − 1000, 1 ê 10DL^Ha3L ê. 8n0 → n@tD, y → y@tD<; ds = 8D@y@tD, tD Hf ê. 8n0 → n@tD<L, D@n@tD, tD n1 * n@tD H1 − n@tD ê KL + D@g ê n@tD, tD * n2 * n@tD< ê. 8a1 → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 0, n1 → 1 ê 1000, r → 1 ê 2, m1 → 1 ê 5, m2 → 1 ê 100, m3 → 1 ê 100, K → 10^6<; ds0 = Solve@ds, 8y '@tD, n'@tD<D@@1DD
The trajectory path of LGED when a 3 =0, starting from the initial position, {N (0) 
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In [48] := Plot@HHg ê. 8a1 → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 0, n1 → 1 ê 1000, r → 1 ê 2, m1 → 1 ê 5, m2 → 1 ê 100, m3 → 1 ê 100, K → 10^12<L ê n@tDL ê. ds2, 8t, 0, 50000<, AxesLabel → 8"t", "g1@tDêN@tD"<D; 
LGED AND PIGOUVIAN TAX; x 0 =1/10
In the previous section, it was shown that Hg 1 ê NL 1ê10 *< 
When the Pigouvian tax rate is t on the consumption of energy, household behavior is stipulated by the optimal problem:
where T is the tax revenue collected by the governmentand it is finally distributed to the household
First, SGE is computed with the modifications stipulated by (3.1) and (3.2), with addition of (23). Equilibrium commodity price when the Pigouvian tax rate is t is given as in what follows.
Clear [u,sol1,z,h,l1,g11,pi1,sol21,sol22,h0,sol23,h0,l10,z0,pi10,checkA,m01,checkB,sol3,hfc,hhc,lf,l1c,n2,gc,s,ds,ds1 ,f 1,f2,data2,data21];
In[54]:= u = z^r * h^H1 − rL; sol1 = Solve@8D@u, zD ê D@u, hD p ê Hph * H1 + τLL, p * z + ph * H1 + τL * h m0<, 8z, h<D@@1DD; g11 = l1^a1 * h^a2 * Haa@y − 1000, 1 ê 10DL^a3; pi1 = p * g11 − w * l1 − ph * H1 + τL * h; sol21 = PowerExpand@Solve@D@pi1, l1D 0, l1D@@1DDD; sol22 = PowerExpand@Simplify@Solve@PowerExpand@HD@pi1, hD ê. sol21LD 0, hD@@1DDDD; h0 = h ê. sol22; sol23 = Simplify@PowerExpand@sol21 ê. sol22DD; l10 = l1 ê. sol23; z0 = Simplify@PowerExpand@g11 ê. 8l1 → l10, h → h0<DD; pi10 = Simplify@PowerExpand@pi1 ê. 8l1 → l10, h → h0<DD; 8"l1" → l10, "h" → h0, "z" → z0, "pi1" → pi10<; checkA = Solve@Hz0 ê. 8w → ph<L Hz ê. sol1L, m0D@@1DD; m01 = Simplify@w * n0 + pi10 + τ * ph * h0 + τ * ph * h ê. sol1 ê. w → ph ê. checkAD; checkB = Simplify@Hm0 ê. checkAL m01D; sol3 = FullSimplify@PowerExpand@Solve@checkB, pD@@1DDDD
MinA1, 1 10
It is confirmed that when t=0 it is equal to the one in (9). sol3 ê. 8a1 → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 1 ê 4, r → 1 ê 2 , w → ph<; l1c = lf ê. 8n0 → n@tD<; n2 = 1; gc = Simplify@PowerExpand@l1c^a1 * hfc^a2 * Haa@y@tD − 1000, 1 ê 10DL^Ha3L ê.
8a1 → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 1 ê 4, r → 1 ê 2, w → ph<DD; Simplify@ds = Solve@8D@y@tD, tD m1 * Hhfc + hhcL − m2 * y@tD − m3 * gc, D@n@tD, tD n1 * n@tD H1 − n@tD ê KL + D@gc ê n@tD, tD * n2 * n@tD<, 8y '@tD, n'@tD<D@@1DDD; ds1 = Simplify@PowerExpand@ds ê. 8a1 → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 1 ê 4, n1 → 1 ê 1000, r → 1 ê 2, m1 → 1 ê 5, m2 → 1 ê 100, m3 → 1 ê 100, K → 10^6<DD; ds11 = N@ds1 ê. τ → 0, 30D; sol11 = NDSolve@8D@n@tD, tD Hn '@tD ê. ds11L, D@y@tD, tD Hy '@tD ê. ds11L, n@0D 1000, y@0D 1000<, 8n@tD, y@tD<, 8t, 0, 1000000<, PrecisionGoal → 12D@@1DD 
Given t, {N[t], Y[t]} converges to the stationary point, {K, Y*[t]}. Y*[t] is derived by solving Y 2 [N[t], Y[t]]=0 with respect to Y[t], after setting N[t]=1000000. This {K, Y*[t]} satisfies Y 1 [N[t], Y[t]]=0. In the following
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First of all, it is confirmed that Y*[0]=Y*.
In[81]:= Take@data1, 10D
Out[81]= 88n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66663 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66385 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66109 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65833 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65559 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65285 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65012 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.64741 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.6447 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1. It is confirmed as an example that when t=0.1, on LGED (g 1 ê N )[t] converges to 0.000403872.
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In [85] := hfc = h0 ê. sol3 ê. w → ph ê. 8a1 → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 1 ê 4, r → 1 ê 2, n0 → n@tD<; hhc = Simplify@ h ê. sol1 ê. m0 → m01 ê. sol3 ê. 8a1 → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 1 ê 4, r → 1 ê 2, n0 → n@tD<D; lf = l10 ê. sol3 ê. 8a1 → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 1 ê 4, r → 1 ê 2, w → ph<; l1c = lf ê. 8n0 → n@tD<; n2 = 1; gc = Simplify@PowerExpand@l1c^a1 * hfc^a2 * Haa@y@tD − 1000, 1 ê 10DL^Ha3L ê. 8a1 → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 1 ê 4, r → 1 ê 2, w → ph<DD; Simplify@ds = Solve@8D@y@tD, tD m1 * Hhfc + hhcL − m2 * y@tD − m3 * gc, D@n@tD, tD n1 * n@tD H1 − n@tD ê KL + D@gc ê n@tD, tD * n2 * n@tD<, 8y '@tD, n'@tD<D@@1DDD; ds1 = Simplify@PowerExpand@ds ê. 8a1 → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 1 ê 4, n1 → 1 ê 1000, r → 1 ê 2, m1 → 1 ê 5, m2 → 1 ê 100, m3 → 1 ê 100, K → 10^6<DD; ds11 = N@ds1 ê. τ → 1 ê 10, 30D; sol11 = NDSolve@8D@n@tD, tD Hn '@tD ê. ds11L, D@y@tD, tD Hy '@tD ê. ds11L, n@0D 1000, y@0D 1000<, 8n@tD, y@tD<, 8t, 0, 1000000<, PrecisionGoal → 12D@@1DD From these data, it is clear that when t=0.18, converging per capita wheat consumption is greater than Hg 1 ê NL M =0.000408248. In other words, the sustainability through Pigouvian tax is guaranteed when x 0 =1/10.
In[93]:= pcg00
Out [ Since Hg 1 ê NL 2ê10 * is smaller than Hg 1 ê NL M , the Pigouvian tax must be introduced in order to examine if the tax can guarantee the sustainability.
LGED AND PIGOUVIAN TAX; x 0 =2/10
In the previous section, it was shown that Hg 1 ê NL 2ê10 *< Clear@u, sol1, z, h, l1, g11, pi1, sol21, sol22, h0, sol23, h0, l10, z0, pi10 88n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66663 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66385 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66109 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65834 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65559 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65285 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65013 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.64741 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.6447 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.642 × → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 1 ê 4, n1 → 1 ê 1000, r → 1 ê 2, m1 → 1 ê 5, m2 → 1 ê 100, m3 → 1 ê 100, K → 10^12<L ê n@tDL ê. ds2, 8t, 0, 50000<, AxesLabel → 8"t", "g1@tDêN@tD"<D; Since Hg 1 ê NL 3ê10 * is smaller than Hg 1 ê NL M , the Pigouvian tax must be introduced in order to examine if the tax can guarantee the sustainability.
LGED AND PIGOUVIAN TAX; x 0 =3/10
In the previous section, it was shown that Hg 1 ê NL 3ê10 *< Clear@u, sol1, z, h, l1, g11, pi1, sol21, sol22, h0, sol23, h0, l10, z0, pi10 88n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66663 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66386 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66109 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65834 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65559 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65285 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65013 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.64741 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.6447 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.642 × Clear@u, sol1, z, h, l1, g11, pi1, sol21, sol22, h0, sol23, h0, l10, z0 , pi10, checkA, m01, checkB, sol3, lf, n2, gc, s, ds, ds1, f1, f2, ds0, ds2D
In [198] := Plot@HHg ê. 8a1 → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 1 ê 4, n1 → 1 ê 1000, r → 1 ê 2, m1 → 1 ê 5, m2 → 1 ê 100, m3 → 1 ê 100, K → 10^12<L ê n@tDL ê. ds2, 8t, 0, 50000<, AxesLabel → 8"t", "g1@tDêN@tD"<D; Since Hg 1 ê NL 4ê10 * is smaller than Hg 1 ê NL M , the Pigouvian tax must be introduced in order to examine if the tax can guarantee the sustainability.
LGED AND PIGOUVIAN TAX; x 0 =4/10
In the previous section, it was shown that Hg 1 ê NL 4ê10 *< Clear@u, sol1, z, h, l1, g11, pi1, sol21, sol22, h0, sol23, h0, l10, z0, pi10 88n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66663 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66386 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66109 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65834 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65559 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65286 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65013 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.64741 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.6447 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.642 × Plot@HHg ê. 8a1 → 1 ê 4, a2 → 1 ê 4, a3 → 1 ê 4, n1 → 1 ê 1000, r → 1 ê 2, m1 → 1 ê 5, m2 → 1 ê 100, m3 → 1 ê 100, K → 10^12<L ê n@tDL ê. ds2, 8t, 0, 50000<, AxesLabel → 8"t", "g1@tDêN@tD"<D; Since Hg 1 ê NL 4ê10 * is smaller than Hg 1 ê NL M , the Pigouvian tax must be introduced in order to examine if the tax can guarantee the sustainability.
LGED AND PIGOUVIAN TAX; x 0 =5/10
In the previous section, it was shown that Hg 1 ê NL 4ê10 *< Clear@u, sol1, z, h, l1, g11, pi1, sol21, sol22, h0, sol23, h0, l10, z0, pi10 88n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66663 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.66386 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.6611 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65834 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65559 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65286 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.65013 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.64741 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.6447 × 10 7 <, 8n@tD → 1000000, y@tD → 1.642 × greenhouse5A.nb
